HISTORY

2008: Pierre Montale gives birth to the Mancera house. This is the beginning of a
unique collaboration between a father and his daughter.

2017: Amélie becomes the artistic director for the Mancera fragrances to push this
multi-generation project forward.

He is an inveterate traveller of the far east, with an ancestral knowledge that was
passed on to him in the darkest corners of the workshops of master perfumers.

She is a photographer and a visionary visual artist, passionate about art deco and
in love with the fragrances that have been the environment she grew up in since
early childhood, right by his side.

Graphic arts then merge with olfactory design and into a work that stands the test of
time. Purity and geometry inspire the creation of the elixirs and their crystalline boxes.

Mancera transcends western and eastern inspirations in this room where four
hands are busy at work. This family sonata produces a synesthetic, visual and
olfactory dance, a journey to the edge of remote lands. Where myths are born and
the future is drawn.

AN ART DECO INSPIRATION

Mancera offers a typical french esthetic of an eccentric, extraordinary perfumery, in
a result of its luxurious inspirations and perfectionism.

Pierre Montale dreamed of creating a line that evokes the purity of the form of the
fragrance, stylisation of the prints and richness in materials of the flask.

Order, color and geometry: for a modern look, gold plating, woods from macassar,
the incrustation of the mother of pearl or metal (gold, leather, brass) to embrace the
luxury oriental colors of the flask.

A tribute of french refinement for a man who travels between far away and to his
homeland.
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AMBER & ROSES
A unique fragrance with a strong character in harmony with rose and amber.
- Lemon from Sicily.
- Precious Rose & Rich Amber.
- Mediterranean Labdanum & Sensual White Musk.

AOUD BLACK CANDY
A warm and sensual fragrance with gourmand and woody licorice notes.
- Black Liquorice & Minty Notes.
- Rose, Amber, Woody Notes.
- Intense Oud & Sensual White Musk.

AOUD BLUE NOTES
A powdery and fruity aoud with soft notes of violet, rose and vanilla.
- Bergamot, Citrus Fruits from Calabria, Fresh Herbs.
- Ylang-Ylang, Violet, Rose, Iris & Leaves of Patchouli.

AOUD CAFE
A coffee-aoud mix: originality and sensuality in this harmony of drought.
- Peach, Blackcurrant, Bergamot.
- Amber & Black Coffee.
- Intense Oud, Woody Notes, Sensual White Musk.

AOUD EXCLUSIF
Oud and rose in a woody, spicy and leathery dance. A breath coming from elsewhere, a voluptuous scent inspired by an ancestral scented ritual.
- Explosion of Spices.
- Rose, Violet, Leaves of Patchouli.
- Leather, Nepalese Oud, Amber, Vanilla & White Musk.

AOUD LEMON MINT
Cuban inspiration for this fresh and sweet cocktail.
- Lemon from Sicily, Fresh Coriander, Black Pepper & Almonds.
- Subtle Oud, Jasmine, Leaves of Patchouli & Fresh Mint.
- Leather, Amber, Vanilla Pods, Haitian Vetiver & White Musk.

AOUD LINE
A powerful and mysterious aoud revealed through rose, patchouli and raspberries.
- Intense Oud from Laos, Vanilla, Turkish Rose.
- Woody Notes & Leaves of Patchouli.
- Amber & Raspberry.
**AOUD ORCHID**
A sensual fragrance, combining orchid, coconut and peach with intense woody notes.
- Fruity Notes: Mandarin, Peach, Coconut.
- Sensual Orchid & Leaves of Patchouli.
- Amber, Woody Notes, Vanilla & White Musk.

**AOUD S**
Hot and cold compete in this citrus aoud with leathery notes.
- Bergamot, Clove, Cinnamon.
- Rose, Violet, Ylang-Ylang & Jasmine.
- Intense Oud, Leather, White Musk.

**AOUD VANILLE**
A powerful woody scent with dry notes wrapped in vanilla.
- Nepalese Oud & Spices.
- Delicate Floral Notes.
- Woody Notes, Sandalwood & Intense Vanilla.

**AOUD VIOLET**
Violet, bergamot and oak moss in a patchouli base. Freshness and modernity.
- Bergamot, Spices & Fresh Herbs.
- Violet, Leaves of Patchouli, Subtle Oud.
- Vetiver, Amber & White Musk.

**BLACK GOLD**
Freshness and strength united in a mysterious and intense fragrance. A masculine stylish and bold.
- Citrus Fruits, Nepalese Oud, Fresh Lavender, Cinnamon & Nutmeg.
- Egyptian Jasmine, Violet, Rose, Marine Notes & Leaves of Patchouli.
- Vetiver, Woody Notes, Leather Notes, Amber & Sensual White Musk.

**BLACK INTENSITIVE AOUD**
Spices, oud and rose in a wooded dance with a lingering intensity.
- Peach, Clove, Hot Pepper.
- Turkish Delight with Rose, Jasmine, Violet & Saffron.
- Intense Oud, Woody Notes, Gurjum Balsam.

**BLACK LINE**
An explosion of spices over an oriental woody rose.
- Explosion of Spices.
- Amber, Rose, Leather & Leaves of Patchouli.
- Sandalwood from India & White Musk.
**BLACK PRESTIGIUM**
Royal iris in a male powdery perfume with captivating elegance.
- Bergamot, Iris, Incense & Spices.
- Leaves of Patchouli, Bulgarian Rose, Violet & Nepalese Oud.
- Woody Notes, Rich Amber, Leather & Sensual White Musk.

**BLACK VANILLA**
Black is deep and intense, the Madagascar vanilla exalts its power in this woody floral blend. A divine, addictive & solar fragrance.
- Bergamot, Blackcurrant, Coconut & White Peach.
- Delicate Bulgarian Rose, Violet, Jasmine.
- Vanilla Pods from Madagascar & White Musk.

**CEDRAT BOISE**
Sensual, woody and fresh: a modern classic.
- Citrus from Sicily, Blackcurrant & Cold spices.
- Aquatic Jasmine, Leaves of Patchouli.
- Woody Notes, Leather, Oakmoss & Sensual Vanilla.

**CHOCO VIOLETTE**
A sweet mix of fruity assortiments touched by a soft hint of violet and chocolate.
- Sparkling Bergamot, Orange & Hazelnut.
- Sensual Violet, Dark Chocolate.
- Vanilla Pods from Madagascar, White Musk.

**COCO VANILLE**
Coconut and vanilla step aside for the jasmine and tiare flower for a floral and woody sillage.
- Coconut, White Peach.
- Ylang-Ylang, Tiare Flowers & Egyptian Jasmine.
- Woody Notes, Vanilla Pods from Madagascar & Sensual White Musk.

**GOLD AOUD**
Gold asserts its riches & the Aoud its splendour with a journey through the golden and searing Arabian deserts. A hypnotic fragrance for this Oud, with woody and musk notes.
- Bulgarian Rose, Delicate Jasmine, Leaves of Patchouli.
GOLD INCENSE
A resounding opulence for a refined scent, based on a rose - violet - incense notes that merges with sandalwood and coffee. A fascinating & mystical scent.
◊ Incense from Oman, Pink Pepper, Mandarin & a touch of Coffee.
◊ Violet, Rose, Jasmine & Leaves of Patchouli.
◊ Benzoin from Sumatra, Vanilla Pods & White Musk.

GOLD INTENSITIVE AOUD
Rose and oud combine in a spicy dance leaving a cool and delicate wake.
◊ Fresh Lemon of Calabria.
◊ Rose Petals, Geranium, Saffron Powder & Woody Notes.
◊ Amber & White Musk.

GOLD PRESTIGIUM
A fruity and woody heart followed by a leather vanilla wake.
◊ Bergamot, Nepalese Oud & Spices.
◊ Bulgarian Rose, Orange Blossom, Jasmine & Leaves of Patchouli.
◊ Leather, Oakmoss, Intense Woody Notes & Vanilla Pods.

HINDU KUSH
The Hindu Kush, (wild mountain range that crosses Pakistan and Afghanistan) draws the border between heaven and earth. A unique resinous scent, cultivated on a spicy land nuanced with incense. Your spirit rises, your body tingles.
◊ Explosion of Spices, Intense Labdanum, Incense & Oil of Cannabis.
◊ Leaves of Patchouli & Woody Notes.
◊ Amber, Gaïacwood, Vanilla Pods & White Musk.

HOLIDAYS
A beautiful cyprus refreshed by soft marine notes, lightened up by coconut and vanilla.
◊ Sparkling Bergamot, Coconut.
◊ Tiare Flower, Ylang-Ylang & Steams Marine.
◊ Sandalwood, Vanilla Pods & White Musk.

INDIAN DREAM
Flowers exude their affluence in this journey through the heart of India.
◊ Geranium, Heliotrope, Orange Blossom.
◊ Jasmine, Rose, Amber.
◊ Sandalwood, Vetiver, Vanilla & Sensual White Musk.

JARDIN EXCLUSIF
A bewitching nectar of citrus and velvety fruits. The alliance of a floral and greedy accord. An addictive and captivating fragrance.
◊ Fruity Notes & Sweet Candy.
◊ Alliance of Jasmine and Rose, Violet, Grey Amber.
◊ Sandalwood, Vanilla, White Musk.
KUMKAT WOOD
The freshness of kumquat and vetiver reveals sweet woody notes.
- Grapefruit, Bergamot, Explosion of Spices.
- Leaves of Patchouli, Floral Notes, Amber.
- Vetiver, White Musk, Woody Notes.

LEMON LINE
A cologne: citrus, lavender and oak moss.
- Citrus Fruits & Fresh Lavender.
- White Flowers, Amber, Geranium.
- Sensual White Musk & Oakmoss.

MUSK OF FLOWERS
Orange and rose blossoms intertwine, leaving a musky trail.
- Fruity Notes.
- Turkish Delight with Rose, Violet, Jasmine & Orange Blossom.
- Sandalwood from India & White Musk.

MUSKY GARDEN
A marvelous fruity garden with a green and musky sillage.
A summer memory, a break under the shade of a cypress.
- Citrus Fruits, Cranberry & White Peach.
- Iris Absolute, Bulgarian Rose, Indian Jasmine, Leaves of Patchouli.
- Sweet White Musk, Blackberry, Raspberry, Amber.

PEARL
An absolutely chic creation that mixes the captivating rose and jasmine, with fig and green apple.
- Bergamot, Fig, Green Apple & White Peach.
- Bulgarian Rose, Egyptian Jasmine, Violet.
- Amber, White Musk.

PINK PRESTIGIUM
Grapefruit reveals its power through soft woody notes.
- Blackcurrant, Bergamot & Saffron.
- Bulgarian Rose, Jasmine, Grapefruit & Nepalese Oud.
- Leather, Vanilla Pods, Gaiacwood & Sensual White Musk.

PINK ROSES
Pink is as delicate as the eponymous flower that is about to open in the morning. This scent embodies the ultimate femininity with the Rose from Grasse: royal & enchanting.
- Sparkling Bergamot, Mandarin, Bulgarian Rose Oil & Green Notes.
- Rose Absolute from Marocco, Violet, Pear & Leaves of Patchouli.
- White Musk & Amber.
PURPLE FLOWERS
A new fragrance that enhances the ultra-violet color of this exceptional bottle. The pantone color of the year 2018. A voluptuous and captivating eau de parfum, with a sumptuous floral and woody signature where violet is a symbol of perfect balance.

◊ Explosion of Spices: Nutmeg, Ginger, Black Pepper, Fig Tree & Mandarin.
◊ Rose Absolute, Leaves of Patchouli, Sensual Cedar Wood.
◊ Grey Amber, Vanilla Pods, White Musk.

RED TOBACCO
Red is warm and mesmerizing. An shadowy; fiery and masculine fragrance that mixes cuban tobacco and spices, wood scents and jasmine.

◊ Saffron, Cinnamon, Incense, Nutmeg, White Peach, Green Apple & Nepalese Oud.
◊ Leaves of Patchouli & Delicate Jasmine.
◊ Precious Tobacco, Amber, Woody Notes, Vetiver, Vanilla Pods & White Musk.

ROSES & CHOCOLATE
Fresh green and fruity notes create a gourmet woody aroma.

◊ Fruity Notes: Mandarin, Bergamot, Blackcurrant & Peach.
◊ Rose, Violet, Luscious Chocolate.
◊ Cedarwood, White Musk, Vanilla Pods.

ROSES GREEDY
Rose and jasmine combine in a fruity and intensely feminine harmony.

◊ Fruity Notes: Mandarin, Peach, Coconut, Blackcurrant.
◊ Imposing French Rose, Jasmine, Aquatic flowers.
◊ Amber, Vanilla, White Musk & Tears of Benzoin.

ROSES JASMINE
A green and woody jasmine with fresh notes of citrus, orange blossom and rose.

◊ Mandarin, Pear, Citrus Fruits from Calabria.
◊ Jasmine, French Rose, Orange Blossom & Leaves of Patchouli.
◊ Cedarwood, Oakmoss, White Musk.

ROSEAUD & MUSC
Hot spices warm a floral sandalwood. Eternally feminine.

◊ Hot Spices.
◊ Saffron Powder, Rose, Jasmine.
◊ Sandalwood, Intense Oud, White Musk.

ROSES VANILLE
A warm vanilla note, evoking oriental scents with Turkish Delight of Rose, White musk and Fresh lemon. A sensual & greedy scent.

◊ Fresh Lemon of Calabria.
◊ Turkish Delight with Rose.
◊ Cedarwood, Intense Vanilla & White Musk.
SAND AOUĐ
Blackcurrant hides itself within this fragrance, radiating subtle and spicy incense.
- Hot Spices, Blackcurrant Liqueur.
- Rose Petals, Saffron Powder & Subtle Incense.
- Leaves of Patchouli, Oud & Vanilla Pods.

SICILY
A mix of citruses - white flowers warmed together by sandalwood and cedar wood.
- Citrus Fruits, Apple, Peach & Pineapple.
- Jasmine, Rose, Ylang-Ylang & Violet.
- Sandalwood, Cedar wood, White Musk.

SO BLUE
A scent with notes of violet and rose. A very fresh fragrance.
- Citrus Fruits & Hot Pepper.
- Marine Notes, Bulgarian Rose, Violet & Leaves of Patchouli.
- Amber, Oakmoss, Sandalwood, Vanilla Pods & White Musk.

THE AOUĐ
A powerful aoud with dry, smoked, spicy and leathery notes.
A desert invitation.
- Bergamot, Clove, Cinnamon & White Pepper.
- Rose Petals, Geranium, Saffron Powder.
- Intense Oud, Smoky Notes, Sandalwood & Leather.

VANILLE EXCLUSIVE
Vanilla, osmanthus, jasmine, peach ... and whipped cream!
A greedy and powdery fragrance like a brown sugar cookie.
- Osmanthus, White Peach, Brown Sugar & Whipped Cream.
- Indian Tuberose, Jasmine, Violet.
- Vanilla, Amber, Sandalwood & Precious White Musk.

VELVET VANILLA
Angelica and jasmine for an intense vanilla feminine powder.
- Angelica, Clove, Spices & Fruity Notes: Blackcurrant, Citrus Fruits, Pear.
- Bulgarian Rose, Jasmine, Neroli & Tuberose.
- Vanilla Pods, White Musk.

WAVE MUSK
Salty notes on a fruity breeze.
- Grapefruit, Blackcurrant, Fresh Herbs.
- Marine Notes, Orange Blossom, Crystal Salt.
- Woody Notes & White Musk.
WILD CANDY
A nomadic and solar scent, a journey to the heart of a wild island.
- Citrus Fruits, Coconut, Peach & Cocoa Beans.
- Tahitian Flower, Ylang-Ylang, Bulgarian Rose & Precious Iris.
- Benzoin from Siam, Rich Amber, White Musk.

WILD CHERRY
Bold, Wild Cherry offers a lush and deep nature. An intense and mystical sillage.
- Black Cherry, Bergamot, Lemon from Calabria.
- Iris, Jasmine, Patchouli & Sweet Heliotrope.
- Precious White Musk & Vanilla Pods.

WILD FRUITS
A fruit basket garnished with violets leaves a gourmet trail.
- Citrus Fruits: Kumquat, Grapefruit, Lemon.
- Violet, Blackcurrant, Peach & Apple.
- Cedarwood & White Musk.

WILD LEATHER
An animal leather, green and woody. A powerful and charismatic fragrance.
- Bergamot from Sicily.
- Bulgarian Rose, Violet, Leaves of Patchouli.
- Amber, Intense Leather, Oakmoss & Woody Notes.

WILD PYTHON
An intense & captivating fragrance where Osmanthus and Tuberose liberate an untamed sensuality. Your primal instinct is revealed.
- Intense Tuberose from India, Osmanthus, Peach & Bergamot.
- Jasmine, Orange Blossom, Leaves of Patchouli.
- Vanilla Pods & White Musk.

WILD ROSE Aoud
The Essence of the wild rose is rediscovered in this powerful and sensual aoud.
- Citrus Fruits from Calabria.
- Turkish Rose, Jasmine, Leaves of Patchouli.
- Woody Notes, Amber, Musk, Vanilla & Intense Oud.

WIND WOOD
Oak moss, vetiver and patchouli leaves in a leather base.
A cold wind from the forests.
- Mandarin, Sensual Pink Pepper, Fresh Herbs.
- Leaves of Patchouli, Oakmoss & Vetiver.
- Cedarwood, Amber, Leather & White Musk.